Assumption: Widgets still valued between $50 - $60.

But if the in-class experiment we did is an indicator of how many times we participate in the market then we each roughly purchased 8 widgets throughout each trial of the experiment (and only one at a time).

If I conclude that one trial period represents one consumer’s lifetime, then I conclude widgets are probably dogs/puppies.

Therefore, if gadgets are potential complements/substitutes, gadgets are cats.

Toni Scarcello
D-1. Describe a widget. You are encouraged to include a diagram or drawing to illustrate your answer.

My widget is a device that powers light bulbs and is fairly portable for uses like camping trips and emergency backup power. Intermediate goods include hamsters, metal, and light bulbs.

Theo Landsman
Half man, half robot whose only objective is to enforce the law and... to get babes!
The Widget 2000® is the newest, completely necessary gizmo to spice up your living room, marriage, or curry! The Widget 2000® does it all! It beeps! It whirs! It dings! Order now and you'll receive a second Widget 2000®! Absolutely free*! What are you waiting for???, Order now!

Manny Gallegos

* With notarized agreement to deliver your first-born son to Widget Headquarters, 666 Sham Blvd, New Haven, CT, on the day of his 15th birthday.
when I think of the all popular "widget", I think of a do-it-all tool (swiss-army-knifefish). It would have a comb, scissors, a pen, a bottle opener, a knife, a handle, knitting needles (which one of is the pen), extra batteries, a nail file, tissues, and a spot for contacts (which are all retractable of course.)

In retrospect, I might find a lot more use out of this than most...

Stephanie Radoslovich
A widget is the fabled holy grail that economists have been searching for for centuries: a giffen good. Widgets put people in fantasy land where all their troubles are over, although it destroys their body after a few years. The short term payoff is so high, however, that its inferior income effect outweighs its substitution effect.

Widgets are produced by a monopoly who owns the copyright to solely produce them. As such, the monopoly maximizes profit instead of achieving allocative efficiency.

Think of widgets as Huxley’s soma, but in a more Orwellian world.
A widget is an a durable, material object of capital. It is a commodity and can be traded for liquid assets (i.e., money). The demand for widgets is highly elastic because it can be easily substituted. The easiest way to describe a widget is that it is a type of cookie with the cool catch-phrase "widget" written on it with icing.

Figure 1: A widget board

Figure 2: A widget.

Adam Casey
A widget is the future of the pocket knife, but much cooler. It is capable of producing any small useful gadget using 3D printing.

Most commonly it is used to produce

- nail clippers
- bottle opener
- bobby pins
- corkscrew
- scissors
- screwdriver
- safety lock
- pens/pencils
- replacement key
- dental floss
- money clip
- paper clip
- earring backs (they fall off & get lost easily)
- replacement buttons
- and so much more!

Fig 1. A widget drawn next to a snickers bar for scale. Don't let its small size & simplistic design fool you. Widgets are extremely advanced technology!

Lydia Kerns
A widget is a revolutionary tool for business. It is in demand in every industry, is beloved by household consumers, is invested in heavily by governments, and there has never been a better time to get into the widget industry. Widgets can even be used to make more widgets! The time is right to invest in widget production, with prices skyrocketing in the short-term.

Bus Now!

* short-term growth not a guarantee of future results. Supply may increase or demand may decrease with or without warning. Unexpected hyperinflation may cause significant investment losses and government defaults. Check your real interest rates, labor union laws, minimum wage laws, government quotas, and potential obstacles to conclude with before investing. Alwayswidest responsibl
A widget is a fancy and intricate good which can have several different design modes in order to make it a luxury, normal, or inferior good. It has infinite amounts of uses & purposes in order to satisfy all need, be it a small, a literal Swiss Army Knife.

Tyler Thompson
We think of widgets as solid, classical objects. However, the actual properties of a widget are much more uncertain. In a typical state, a widget exists in a superposition of an infinite number of states at once. It is only when we try to observe a widget that it seems to "collapse" into one state. Even this state is uncertain, however, as we cannot know a widget's precise and quantized in this state - knowledge of one simultaneously produces knowledge of the other.

We predict a widget's state based on probabilities that a widget will be observed in a certain state. We use the equation:

$$i\hbar \frac{\Delta \psi(r,t)}{\Delta t} = \hat{H} \psi(r,t)$$

to predict these probabilities, where $\hat{H}$ is the Hamiltonian operator, and $\psi(r,t)$ is a complex-valued function related to the probabilities.

... Science...

Charlie McIntyre
A widget is a product in a perfectly competitive economy that is sold in a stock-market like manner. It has a price buyer, because there is asymmetrical information profit maximizing price without having to reveal demand.

Daniel Zuniga
A comparison with a movie would help me here. In the movie "Iron", the characters were living in some sort of "cyber-space" and each of them had a disc attached to their back, which was basically a device that was copying all the information from your head and all your memories.
A widget is an unknown device that is used to represent some good or other. So a widget could be anything the person may choose at that time.

< mother board/chip type thing because that is what I always imagine it as.

Nico Villarreal
Widgets are small robots designed by economists. They are used in experiments and model formulation as they are programmed to exhibit all the traits of homo economicus. Cheerful automatons, they work for nothing more than to polic in the rolling hills and bubbling brooks of Northern Scotland.

Rohan Unny-Law
A magic is the elusive true gift of God.

Helena Pedrotti
a widget is a type of wireless internet connectivity
where the protocol delivers data via carrier
pigeons carrying USB sticks to other IP addresses. 
Teacher widget as a product colloquially refers to the
courier pigeons that carries the data.

Eren Veziroglu
A sphere with nothing special about it.

Mateo Ochoa
Oh man, widgets. Where to begin?

A widget is a non-orientable surface which cannot be embedded in 3-dimensions.

Paradoxically, widgets have no volume and no notion of left or right.

Mathematicians sometimes call widgets "Klein bottles," but most of us know them by the names "widget," "doohicky," "what's it," and "wo-ja-ma-call it."

I hear you can use widgets to open bottles, start car engines that have stalled, and in dire situations, locate potable water.

Figure 1:

A cross section of a widget.

Mark Walth
A widget is a good with multiple characteristics. It is both a public good and a private good, a hot commodity and a undesirable commodity, high MC and low MC. A diagram of a widget is unattainable since widgets exist only in the infinitely variable space.

Ross Robinson
A widget is an unspecified good that everyone wants and is always available in some form. Here is an example.

Isabelle Bouffard
A widget is a fun, stress-relieving and life-pedaling consumer product. The recipe is kept secret, but many believe
it is made out of some mixture of capital and labor. Some use freeze-dried labor, but I prefer to hire raw fresh
and send it up myself.

Carter Thomas
D-1. Describe a widget. You are encouraged to include a diagram or drawing to illustrate your answer.

A widget? What's a widget? It's a lifestyle.

THAT'S WIDGET

Wishing Images
Drawn Get me Extra credit This time.

That's Widget

GDP Growth

That's Widget

Jordan Alexander